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‘It also forced all People, Great and Small, Rich and Poor, Free and Slave, to receive a Mark on
their Right Hands or on their Foreheads, so that they could not Buy or Sell unless they had the
Mark, which is the Name of the Beast or the Number of its Name’. Revelation 13:16-17

The purpose of this report is to provide a Transcript of the Internet Sensation Song
called, ‘Let’s Go Brandon’. It is 1 of several versions that hit the Social Media Platforms
in early October of 2021 due to an intentional Verbal Irony by a Reporter interviewing a
Winning NASCAR Driver. One will comment on the implications of this Song and the
new found Slogan that is ‘Pushing Back Harder’ against the Leftist and Socialist Biden
Administration. The Song, with such a Slogan and those that have incorporated
statements about the fraudulent plandemic that has been COVID-19 have been banned.
As a backdrop for context, the ‘Let’s Go Brandon’ is a single Song by 3 Rappers named,
Bryson Gray, Tyson James, and Chandler Crump. The Song came in the wake of an
October 2, 2021 Post-Race Interview with NASCAR Racer Brandon Brown. He is the
one who had won his 1st Xfinity Series Race at Talladega Superspeedway in Florida
that day. As Brandon was being interviewed in mid-track near the Stands that still had
many Fans there, an NBC Reporter, Kelli Stavast, began interviewing Brown.
From the Video Recording, it very clear and obvious that in the background, the Fans in
the Stands were chanting ‘F*** Joe Biden’ (FJB). This chant has become a sensation of
its own, and is very popular in many Gatherings, Sporting Events, Games and the like. It
is an obvious insult and message to the U.S. President, Biden. As the cameras panned
to the crowds, the NBC Reporter, quick on her feet, voiced-over what the crowd should
have been Politically Correctly saying or cheering instead, ‘Let’s Go, Brandon’ (LGB).
Thus, the prior marginalized Slogan of FJB, by presumed ‘Trump Supporters’ took the
LGB chant and it took off as an Internet Sensation. The ‘Let’s Go, Brandon’ has now
become a euphemism for People upset with not just President Biden, but the Tyrannical
Overlording of the Oligarchy or the Powers-That-Be. The Slogan has now been chanted
even in Italy, Australia and will no doubt mark or mare the Presidency of Biden forever.
In their Video Release, Bryson, Tyson, and Chandler included a sample of a speech
Biden made that, in itself is ‘Medical Misinformation’ and should be banned. What did
Biden declare in the Video Intro? ‘You will not get COVID if you take the Shot and
everyone will be alright’. Of course. The song comments on the farce that the COVID-19
saga has been and how the COVID-19 Injections are essentially a Poison Death Shot.

Once Upon a Time in America
Ironically, the Video was not banned on YouTube for having Bryson brandish a SimiAutomatic Weapon but for ‘Medical Misinformation’. The message of the Song
commented not only about the U.S. President, but also his assertions regarding the
Injections. Nevertheless, the Song Track reached #1 on the iTunes Store Music Chart.
People were quick to point out that the Song even surpassed Adele’s new single, ‘Easy
On Me.’ ‘Let’s Go Brandon’ is actually the 2nd Song of its Title to top the iTunes Chart.
Another Rapper, Loza Alexander, gained a hit with his single of the same Name.
Also, the LGB has also been an Antithesis to the LGBT Community as the National
Divide mostly runs deep between the ‘Blue and the Red’, Conservatives and Socialists
in, ‘Once Upon a Time in America’. Why the sensation over this 3 Word Chant? Most
People are tired of being lied to and censored by those who own the Government,
Media, Medicine, Military and Music, to name a few Dragnets. Most People, even on the
Left know that Biden is ‘President’ in Name only. His Mental State is deteriorating by the
day, with no disrespect or ill wishes toward him. But he is not making the decision nor
‘Running the Country’. He is the Head of State that will go down in history along with the
Nation; the once the ‘Home of the Brave and Land of the Free’.
Consider, that just 1 year ago, how the USA has been ‘trans-formed’. It is the plan.
1. The USA was Energy Independent.
2. Gas was $1.80 per gallon on average.
3. Store shelves were fully stocked.
4. There was no disruption in the Supply Chains.
5. Unemployment was at an all-time low.
6. More Women and Minorities were working than ever.
7. Wages were going up.
8. Inflation was at nearly 0%.
9. Peace broke out in the Middle East with the Abrahamic Accords.
10. America’s Muslim Enemies were eliminated. Soleimani.
11. The Taliban was kept in check, as Afghanistan had a beacon of hope.
12. Illegal and Mass Immigration was reduced to all-time lows.
13. NATO was forced to pay its fair share of the Military Budget.
14. China was put in Check as Trade Deals favored the Communists.
15. Nuclear Deal with Iran was withdrawn.
16. USA withdrew from the Paris Climate Treaty that avoided what is occurring now.
17. North Korea suspended tests as a Détente emerged from diplomacy.
18. Worldwide Tourism hit an all-time high.
19. The Administration of the USA sought to put the interests and needs of America 1st.
20. America was respected once again and admired for its Leadership around the World.

Thus, the fact they banned the ‘Let’s Go Brandon’ Song on YouTube shows exactly how
much truth it is speaking; and that is what the Powers-That-Be fear the most. And for all
their claims of ‘Wokeness’, YouTube silenced a Black Artist’s voice? Yes. It is the
Power of a Thought, of Logic, Reason and Truth that is not allowed. Consider the irony
in that all the Rap Music that glorify Gun Violence, Rape, Gang Activity, does not get
banned. Yet if a Christian Rap Group’s Song about expressing an opinion about Forced
Government Vaccinations, that gets banned? Exactly. Kiss America Good-Bye.

Video Intro
The various shots that People are getting now, cover that. They're, they're you're okay.
You're not gonna, you're not gonna get COVID if you have these vaccinations. -Biden
Someone gotta do it…
Ayy
[Chorus: Bryson Gray]
Let's Go, Brandon
I keep a drum like I'm Nick Cannon, ayy, ayy, ayy, ayy (Brrt, brrt)
Let's Go, Brandon
Pandemic ain't real, they just planned it, ayy, ayy (They just planned it)
Let's Go, Brandon
When you ask questions, they start bannin', ayy, ayy (Facts)
Let's Go, Brandon, ayy, ayy (Ayy, Let's Go, Brandon)
Let's Go, Brandon, ayy, ayy (Ayy, Let's Go, Brandon)
Let's Go, Brandon
I keep a drum like I'm Nick Cannon, ayy, ayy (Pow, pow)
Let's Go, Brandon
Pandemic ain't real, thеy just planned it, ayy, ayy (They just planned it)
Let's Go, Brandon
When you ask questions, they start bannin', ayy, ayy (Facts)
Let's Go, Brandon, ayy, ayy (Let's go)
Let's Go, Brandon, ayy, ayy (Ayy, Let's Go)
[Verse 1: Bryson Gray]
Biden said the Jab stop the Spread, it was Lies (I remember)
How you Woke, but you haven't opened your Eyes? (You just sleep)
These Politicians are Demons, just in Disguise (Facts)
Look at Kyrie Irving and Nicki Minaj (Let's Go)
Look at Australia, that's what's comin' next if we don't Stand Up
Stop Complyin' with them takin' our Rights, it's time to Man Up
'Publicans votin' for Red Flag laws, that's just what I can't trust
If you ask Questions 'bout the Vax, then they gonna Ban Us (It's true)
Ayy, this is 'Bout Control, everybody knows
Everyone complies, weigh the Cons and Pros
I don't need a Plane, I just hit the Road
I do what I want, I can't Sell my Soul
Market 'bout to Crash, this is what you chose
Ruinin' the Country, I think that's the Goal

You gon' take the Mark, I take Narrow Roads
I'm a Man of GOD, I can never Fold
[Chorus: Bryson Gray]
Let's Go, Brandon
I keep a drum like I'm Nick Cannon, ayy, ayy, ayy, ayy (Brrt, brrt)
Let's Go, Brandon
Pandemic ain't real, they just planned it, ayy, ayy (They just planned it)
Let's Go, Brandon
When you ask questions, they start bannin', ayy, ayy (Facts)
Let's Go, Brandon, ayy, ayy (Ayy, Let's Go, Brandon)
Let's Go, Brandon, ayy, ayy (Ayy, Let's Go, Brandon)
Let's Go, Brandon
I keep a drum like I'm Nick Cannon, ayy, ayy (Pow, pow)
Let's go, Brandon
Pandemic ain't real, they just planned it, ayy, ayy (They just planned it)
Let's Go, Brandon
When you ask questions, they start bannin', ayy, ayy (Facts)
Let's Go, Brandon, ayy, ayy (Let's go)
Let's Go, Brandon, ayy, ayy (Ayy, let's go)
[Verse 2: Tyson James]
Yeah
Let's Go, Brandon and it's clear that Man a Wreck, ayy, ayy
Let's Go, Brandon, now the Taliban a Threat, ayy
You planned it, now the Taliban is Standin' on our Neck
Chantin' ‘Death to America’, you are barely President
Listen, I don't think you here, Man, let me make it clear, Man
Better keep yo' Hands unto Yourself, that stuff is weird, Man
I wish I could take you in the back play Smear the Queer, Man
You could take the Vax, I fear God, I don't fear Man
I'm on Gear 10, believe me, we Ready to Rumble
The only Play that Joe can execute is a Fumble (Facts)
I think we all know he's Out to Lunch, that Dude went Campin'
I'm a Christian, so how do I say this? Let's Go, Brandon

[Chorus: Bryson Gray]
I keep a drum like I'm Nick Cannon, ayy, ayy (Brrt, Brrt!)
Let's Go, Brandon
Pandemic ain't real, they just planned it, ayy, ayy (They just planned it)
Let's Go, Brandon
When you ask questions, they start bannin', ayy, ayy (Facts)
Let's Go, Brandon, ayy, ayy (Let's go)
Let's Go, Brandon, ayy, ayy (Ayy, let's go)
[Verse 3: Chandler Crump]
(Gottem, Ayy, yuh)
Let's Go, Brandon, we know he Cappin'
Patriots out in the Street takin' Action
Huntin' us down for Speakin' the Truth (Huh)
Beat down the Pedo, let's Save all the Youth (Uh huh)
Media Lyin', ignore all the Cryin'
They Buildin' Back Better, but only the Taliban (What?)
Pilots on Strike, but to Joe, it's irrelevant
Open the Border, lose all the Order
Divide us up so they know that we never win
But we United, we here in the Stadiums (Let's go)
Everyone chantin' it, CNN slanderin' (Let's go)
Biden collapsin' and Democrats stealin' it (Facts)
Ayy, we look at Joe, can we get a refund? (Brandon)
How 'bout some Mean Tweets? (Facts)
Joe is a Crook, and he knows how to Deceive
F. J. B. is the Motto in these Streets
Let's Go, Brandon, Sing it with me!
[Chorus: Bryson Gray]
I keep a drum like I'm Nick Cannon, ayy, ayy (Pow, pow)
Let's Go, Brandon
Pandemic ain't real, they just planned it, ayy, ayy (They just planned it)
Let's Go, Brandon
When you ask questions, they start bannin', ayy, ayy (Facts)
Let's Go, Brandon, ayy, ayy (Let's go)
Let's Go, Brandon, ayy, ayy (Ayy, let's go)
___________________________

Patriots of the World, Unite!
But such a new found Slogan of the Masses have come from the Masses. And it is
proof that such common causes transcend Race, Socio-Economic and/or Gender
Identities. Or at least they should. Well, enough so that many Blacks are leaving the
‘Democrat Plantation’. It is an ideal example of a Unifying Factor of how everyone can
finally be a part of the LGB Community, bringing the whole Nation and World together.
Republicans may not be the answer but Democrats are always the problem, in one’s
Political Opinion. One wonders what Brandon Brown is thinking? One suspects he won
more than just a NASCAR Race that day. But more Minorities are singing this Slogan.
One knows why? It is because the majority of what was once the ‘Backbone’ of
America, has now been intentionally reduced to nothing but another ‘Minority’. Socialism
is not about elevating the Bottom Tier but lowering the Top Tier down. Why? A dumbeddown, void of Logic and Reasoning, Vaccinated Injured People can be easily controlled
and/or manipulated, or exterminated. History is full of such chapters. And it is currently
being played-out presently. The scope is what is amazing. It is now not relegated to
isolated Jungles or remote exotic places but it is affecting every Nation on the Planet.
Why all the Censorship? Because there is a Revolution presently going on. It is really
no different now for the USA at its end that it was when it began. During the initial 13
Colony Days, the Resistance and how the People ‘Pushed Back Harder’ against the
Tyrannical Power then are no different now. Back then, the Patriots sang, Yankee
Doodle. The British tried to Censor such ‘Songs’ as ‘Misinformation’ in a pretext to shut
down any Public Discord. On October 21st, 2021, YouTube gave Bryson a ‘Community
Guidelines Strike for ‘Medical Misinformation’ and removed the Video from the Platform.
It is Biden and the Governments of the World, the WHO, NIH, CDC, the Gates, Soros
and Fauci Mengele’s of the World that are the culprits in practicing and given ‘Medical
Misinformation’. It is Genocide. It is a Medical Holocaust. Again, Words and Ideas are
powerful. Even in the Bible, the Creator comments that, ‘Life and Death’ are in the
Power of the Tongue’, etc. Or how uttering, ‘Jesus Saves’ spread across the Roman
Empire and caused it to fall. But until such a time, it is rather interesting, but hypocritical
of how many on the Left are naturally upset that the majority of the USA is chanting this
Slogan directed at their ‘Fearless Leader’. They say, they are disgusted.
They insist that the Patriots ‘behave’ and Common People should be ‘civil’, and even if
one does not like the President but that the Office should be respected. Really? Ok. But
did such have the same disposition, opinion and/or practice when Trump was
President? No. Virtually every day did not go by that the bought-off Media Outlets
lambasted Trump with all type so ‘Disrespect’, no? What a typical doble standard
coming from the Left. But obviously they invented ‘Double Speak’. The Left’s solution is
just simple, Censor, Ban, and Cancel. But until those that seek to exercise their
Constitutional Right are incarcerated, one can still criticize or question, stay Un-Masked,
Un-Afraid and Un-Vaxxed with the non-FDA Out-Sourced Immunity. One approves of
this Song. ‘Let’s Go Brandon’.
___________________________
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